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Abstract
The recruitment of attendees and promotion of Camp PolyHacks, an annual Hackathon hosted by
Cal Poly, required marketing strategies which were informed by relevant communication theories
applied to event marketing campaign strategies. The theories utilized included Social Marketing
Theory (SMT), Uncertainty Reduction Theory (URT), Consistency Theory (CT), and elements of
persuasion and visual communication. The marketing strategies used by the Camp PolyHacks
2022 Marketing and Social Media team included social media marketing in the form of
Instagram posts, stories, and direct messages, and external marketing in the form of
presentations, emails, booths, and posters. This paper examines the utility of these marketing
strategies, how they were informed by communication theories, and why they are valuable for
future applications. The evaluation of the marketing tactics used during the Camp PolyHacks
recruitment period offers insight into best practices for recruiting 100 student participants to
attend a community and university based event in San Luis Obispo. An appendix at the end of
the paper will provide a sample of the tools and content that were used throughout the marketing
process through social media and external marketing.
Keywords: Social Media, Uncertainty Reduction Theory, Instagram, Technology, Events,
Marketing, Event Planning, Persuasion, Recruitment, Media Ecology Theory
Introduction
Camp PolyHacks is a multidisciplinary hackathon that focuses on the creation of
innovative technology to combat modern problems. It is a student run event and has been held on
an annual basis since 2017. Last year, however, the event hosted its first ever virtual hackathon
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This has created some unique and unexpected challenges for
the current planning team. This paper will describe our team’s application Social Marketing
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Theory (SMT), Uncertainty Reduction Theory (URT), Consistency Theory (CT), and elements of
persuasion and visual communication, to recruit 100 student participants for the Camp
PolyHacks 2022 Hackathon with social media and other marketing strategies.
Club-run events, like Camp PolyHacks, rely heavily on word-of-mouth from past
participants to spread awareness and gain new participants for their events. Last year, in 2021,
Camp PolyHacks was held virtually and was not as successful in gathering participants as they
had been in previous years. Since the participant count was low, there are not as many Camp
PolyHacks alumni on campus to spread the word about the event happening in person this year.
The online nature of the event last year also creates higher levels of uncertainty about the
now in-person event for past and prospective participants. Students who are freshmen this year,
as well as students who joined Cal Poly last year, have no prior experience with the event at a
physical location. Even students who participated in the event in a virtual setting are lacking
levels of knowledge that would come with participating in an in-person event. Students have less
preconceptions about the event, but also do not know what to expect. Lower levels of uncertainty
can be tied to less potential follow through with participants.
In the past, sponsors and mentors have been recruited from alumni and community
members. The lower profile of the event last year decreased the amount of exposure the event
had in the community, lessening the pre-existing network to draw from. The lower participant
base from the previous year also decreases the amount of alumni there is to use as mentors. The
online event required less funding. Because of this, the sponsor base for this year is low. The lack
of community engagement also contributes to the lack of pre-existing sponsors. Since the most
recent in-person event was two years ago, many of the event’s former sponsors have not been
contacted in at least two years.
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Ultimately, planning a successful event requires that people attend the event. Effective marketing
and recruitment strategies are needed to promote awareness and increase participant retention
and engagement.
Applied Theories
Our team was composed of three team members and split into two subteams. Olivia and
Elizabeth (Libby), the marketing side of the team, focused on outreach marketing to campus
organizations, classrooms, and students in person and via email with the goal of recruiting 100
participants. Amy, the social media side of the team, was in charge of managing the team’s
social media presence, primarily Instagram and Facebook, which included creating content,
updating links, responding to direct messages, and asking other clubs to share our content. Her
goal was to meet the aforementioned target participant amount by reducing prospect participant
uncertainty surrounding the event and give clear visual and written communication about the
event.
Overview
Originally, our team planned on using Uncertainty Reduction Theory to increase
participant attendance by increasing the amount of knowledge prospective participants had about
the event. As we created content and began marketing, we realized that more theories were
relevant and necessary. We decided to utilize five theories and concepts to appropriately guide
our social media and marketing strategies. Over the course of this literature review, we will be
discussing the utility and history of the following theories: Social Marketing Theory (SMT),
Uncertainty Reduction Theory (URT), Consistency Theory (CT), and elements of persuasion and
visual communications.
Social Marketing Theory
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Social Marketing Theory (SMT) is a culmination of six key communication concepts: a
target audience, audience awareness, message reinforcement, impression cultivation, interest
building, and a final result (French & Russell-Bennett, 2015). Our team utilized this theory when
promoting the additional workshops that correlated with specific tracks for the event. This will
be discussed in more detail further in the body of our paper.
Consistency Theory
We utilized Consistency Theory (CT) to increase other clubs’ participation in sharing our
content and to encourage participants to sign up. CT discusses the process of how an individual
or group will act according to their held beliefs (Abelson, 1983). The theory was first defined by
Dorwin Cartwright and Frank Harary in 1956. It proposes that if an individual claims to value
something and they believe that an action is consistent with that value, they are more likely to
follow through on the action (Kruglanski et al., 2018). People have an innate desire to act
concurrently with their cognitive beliefs. When our team first attempted to gain interest from
followers in becoming event mentors, we did not receive a single application. However, after we
implemented tactics guided by CT, we received three responses to the form we created and two
direct messages.
Uncertainty Reduction Theory
Our team used Uncertainty Reduction Theory (URT) to strengthen participant
expectations about the in-person event. URT was developed in 1975 by Charles Berger and
Richard Calabrese (West & Turner, 2017). The theory proposes that individuals are
uncomfortable with low levels of uncertainty, and that they are less likely to participate or be
moved to action if low levels of certainty persists. Our team utilized URT in our overall approach
of marketing the event, as well as in specific social media actions that will be discussed in
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greater detail later in our paper. One specific instance that will be discussed in more detail, is our
promotion of the event venue on Instagram, which showcases our use of URT.
Persuasion
Persuasion is the process of sending messages to move, motivate, or change your
audience (Covino & Jolliffe, 1995). Aristotle taught that persuasion can be applied to any form
of communication. The act of persuasion varies across cultures, however, it is usually outlined by
three main appeals: ethos, logos, and pathos. These appeals, along with other persuasive
strategies, were utilized in our recruitment efforts with the intention of motivating Cal Poly
students to sign up for the hackathon. Elements of persuasion were utilized when designing
posters, presentations, performing verbal presentations and booth pitches, and designing social
media posts.
Visual Communications
Visual communication refers to the use of visual elements to convey a message, promote
change, or evoke emotion (Jordan, 2020). More specifically, visual communication consists of
unique visual topical areas ranging from advertising to films, and theoretical approaches from
framing to psychoanalysis, suggesting its depth and scope (Huang, 2016). The concept of visual
communication has been gaining popularity and importance due to the drastic increase of digital
platforms as a means for communicating. Visual communication strategies such as graphics,
pictures, emphasis on enhanced and efficient user experience through QR codes, and symbols
were utilized to inform our PolyHacks branding guidelines, posters, and classroom presentation
slides.
Social Media
Overview
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One of the first ways we attempted to promote Camp PolyHacks was through the use of
Social Media. Our goals were to use social media to reduce uncertainty about the event, promote
the event and other club events, communicate with participants, and reach new participants,
volunteers, and mentors through visual aids and clear verbal communication. Social Media was
selected due to its high utility in promoting and marketing events (Appel et al., 2019). Many
people use social media to find information about events, products, and places (Shin et al., 2017).
Our team harnessed the informative potential that social media has to accomplish our goals. Amy
Gillham was the main creator of this form of communication, and utilized Instagram posts,
stories, and direct messages (DM). This section will look at the theories that were implemented,
as well as the tools that were used to reach these goals. We will also take a look at how
postponing the event lead to challenges and innovative solutions.
Application of Theories
Amy used three main theories to guide her content creation and social media marketing
strategy: Uncertainty Reduction Theory (URT), Social Marketing Theory (SMT), and
Consistency Theory (CT). URT was the prominent theory used to guide posts creation through
its assertion that the higher the level of certainty that people have about an event, the more likely
they will be to participate. URT was also highly utilized in story creation, along with SMT. Our
team used CT to inform our direct messaging through the act of sharing and resharing.
Posts
As we mentioned in our literature review, social media has high utility in the success of
promoting events. We applied the communication theory Uncertainty Reduction Theory (URT)
to guide our posts. Our goals were to increase prospective participant certainty about the event
and the team, promote the main hackathon event, communicate event changes with participants,
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and increase our participant count. A total of 24 posts were created to achieve this, and a post
event survey (Appendix G) was used to assess its effectiveness.
To reduce uncertainty about the event itself, Amy posted information about the
hackathon’s program of events (Appendix B). She adapted the official program of events to fit
into a social media post by adding additional background to fill blank space. This not only
communicated to participants already signed up, but helped to reduce uncertainty for potential
participants not yet fully committed. In the post event survey participants shared that they felt
well prepared about what to expect in regards to the event. This action was shaped by URT,
which states that individuals feel more comfortable taking part in events and actions where they
have high levels of certainty about what is goin on.
To reduce uncertainty of the faces of the event, Amy created a series of posts highlighting
team members, which she titled Meet the Team Monday (Appendix B). This series also helped to
increase following and heighten traffic to the team’s page since team members shared the posts
that they were featured in with their friends and family, leading their followers to take a lot at
and potentially follow the event page. Although she had planned on creating 13 posts to feature
team members, Amy ended up creating a total of 10 posts after some team members left due to
unforeseen circumstances. By increasing prospective knowledge of the faces putting on the
event, Amy applied URT’s assertion that higher levels of knowledge about things pertaining to
an event increases participant levels.
Amy also created six posts that promoted the main hackathon event and related club
events, as well as informed participants about the change in date. The first post of this nature
promoted a fundraising workshop that was hosted by Cal Poly Professor Jennifer Prentice, in
preparation for fundraising for the event. The next informative post that she created was to
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announce the official date of the hackathon, and later was updated when the event date was
changed. This change in date added some additional uncertainty as to when the next date would
be, however, most of the work that our team had previously done to reduce uncertainty was not
affected. To reduce the uncertainty created by the event change, Amy used social media to
communicate with participants who had already signed up by announcing that the date had
changed due to Covid-19 complications, and then by announcing a new date. High levels of
communication are associated with higher levels of certainty and reduced stress (Kramer, 1994).
She also created a post with multiple slides promoting the supplemental workshops that
were offered by Amazon Web Services in conjunction with tracks that the company sponsored.
For these posts, our team utilized Social Marketing Theory to guide our process. After selecting
Cal Poly Students interested in potential internships with Amazon or other technological
companies as our target audience, we attempted to create audience awareness of the message we
wished to create. We reinforced this message by reposting it on stories throughout the week. We
attempted to build interest by sharing that participants could receive additional guidance from
experts, and increase their chances of success at the event itself.
Posts were a great way to reach a larger audience than the team's followers, because of
the ability that it gave people to tag their friends. This allowed the event team to reach the social
networks that their followers were connected to. The most commented on post was created as a
giveaway for some Camp PolyHacks swag (Appendix B). In order to enter, students had to
follow the team’s page, like the post, and tag two friends in the comment section of the post.
Students could tag extra friends to gain more entries. This post was the team’s most commented
post, collecting 19 comments.
Stories
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Stories were used in a similar manner as posts, to promote the main hackathon event,
communicate with participants, promote other club events, encourage other clubs to promote our
event, and reach new participants, volunteers and mentors. Our team also used stories to create a
connection with the audience members by asking quiz questions. Stories lead to more direct
messages than posts, since viewers could respond by simply swiping up on their smartphones. As
we progressed, we also realized our audience viewed stories more frequently than posts. Since
stories had higher interaction levels than our posts, Amy shared every post that was created for
our timeline onto our stories, which heightened interaction with those posts. A total of 127
stories were created and shared. On average, approximately 130 accounts viewed each story,
compared to the approximately 20 likes that our Instragam posts received and the 35 accounts
that our Facebook posts reached.
Uncertainty surrounding the event space was another issue that our team sought to
address through social media. One of the main ways that this was done was by creating a full
tour of the Hothouse in downtown San Luis Obispo on our stories (Appendix A). The aim of this
thread of stories was to give prospective participants an inside look at the event space, and
reduce uncertainty surrounding the location. The thread was nine stories long and showed the
main entrance, the lobby, the main collaborative space, the conference rooms and side office
spaces, the kitchen, and the large event space in the back of the building. This story thread was
later saved to highlights on the team’s main Instagram page, so that it could be reshared by later
teams or perused by prospective students. As the date of the event drew closer, Amy reshared the
highlight on the team’s story to show new followers the space.
Our social media team also attempted to reduce uncertainty about the event by sharing
the different tracks and personas that participants could choose from, as well as offering a brief
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overview of hackathons and Camp PolyHacks. These stories utilized both URT and SMT with
the increased information the threads provided and their repetitive aspects. Stories about tracks
and personas attempted to reduce participant uncertainty about their own roles at the hackathon.
This was done by providing clear written descriptions of what the personas and tracks that would
be offered would be. Amy also gave a definition of hackathons in general, and a specific
definition of Camp PolyHacks. Along with these definitions, she created trivia quizzes to help
reinforce the information provided in the definitions (Appendix A). As she created content, Amy
encouraged viewers to reach out and ask questions through direct messages.
Direct Messages
Direct Messages (DMs) were used in two distinct ways: to respond to participants and
mentors, and to reach other clubs to ask them to share our content onto their pages. As we
became more active on social media platforms, our team found that DMs offered prospective
participants and mentors a way to ask questions in a casual and approachable format. In several
of our stories, we encouraged participants to DM us with any questions (Appendix A). We also
used direct messages to ask other clubs on campus to share our content. This strategy was guided
by Consistency Theory (CT) which says that if an individual does one thing that correlates with
an action, they are more likely to perform that action later. When clubs asked us to reshare or
post something that they had created, we would reshare and then later ask them to do the same
for us (Appendix C). With this method, we were able to get over 30 clubs to reshare our stories
and posts.
External Marketing
Overview
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As members of the Marketing and Outreach team, Olivia Gerraty and Libby Anderson’s
overarching goal was to recruit over 100 Cal Poly students to sign up. To achieve their goal, they
developed a marketing campaign to recruit 100 students across all majors and colleges at Cal
Poly to attend the hackathon. They strategized their recruitment plan using lessons and concepts
from persuasion, Uncertainty Reduction Theory (URT), and visual communications. Their main
recruitment strategies included posters, classroom presentations, on campus boothing, and
department emails.
Applying concepts from visual communications, Libby and Olivia designed posters and
classroom presentations using Canva and utilized Asana for dividing tasks and scheduling
presentations and boothing schedules. Visual communication concepts such as the emphasis on
enhanced and efficient user experience, graphics, symbols, and photographs were utilized to
inform the content that they generated with the goal of increasing the audience interest and
engagement. Concepts from Uncertainty Reduction Theory were utilized to inform the methods
in which they marketed the event. For example, with the assumption that students would have
questions about the event, Libby and Olivia decided to hold a few on campus events and
presentations to answer questions and personally explain the event. The overall content that was
created included department and club email templates, flyers, and classroom presentation slide
decks. Marketing events that took place included classroom presentations and booth events. This
paper examines the application of these strategies and analyzes the effectiveness of various
recruitment and marketing strategies that were applied in recruiting student participants for the
2022 Cal Poly Hackathon.
Application of Theories
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In the outreach portion of the marketing initiative, Oliva and Libby took a three-prong
approach to achieve our goal of recruiting 100 participants. The approach included poster
creation, classroom presentation and boothing events, and emailing.
Posters
Libby and Olivia used the visual communications method and persuasion to inform their
decision to create and distribute informational posters across Cal Poly’s campus. More
specifically, they used QR codes to enhance the user experience and used colorful graphics to
create a visually engaging journey for the consumer. They also inserted fun symbols and
graphics like an animated flash drive and computer to make the posters visually appealing. They
used persuasion when incentivizing sign ups, highlighting potential outcomes of prizes and
networking opportunities. The posters concisely broke up event information into five parts: who,
what, when, where, and why. As shown in Appendix D, each heading of these headings are
followed by descriptions. The descriptions highlight five major informational pieces that Olivia
and Libby chose as persuasive to the target audience, Cal Poly students. The posters highlight
that the hackathon is focused on solving local issues, is interdisciplinary and open to all majors,
offers students networking opportunities, is fully catered, and offers participants over 20 prizes.
Persuasion can be applied to public relations when messages are adapted to target audiences’
needs (Smith, 2008). Through discussion with students, we found that students were specifically
interested in seeking networking opportunities and gaining professional experience.
Understanding the student's goals and needs helped inform Olivia and Libby's decision to update
the posters to emphasize the event sponsors and networking opportunities.
Olivia and Libby posted three versions of the flier across Cal Poly’s campus throughout
the recruitment period, updating the first to announce sponsors and networking opportunities,
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and the final version to mirror the event date change. The success of each poster can be measured
in part by the number of scans of each of the three QR codes, all of which linked students to the
hackathon’s Eventbrite page. The first set of flyers was distributed during finals week just before
students left for Winter break and before the campus was cleaned, meaning that they only
remained up for around four days. The QR code displayed on the first version of the poster was
scanned 13 times. After this initial trial, Libby and Olivia chose to update the posters and
re-distribute them on the first day back from Winter break. In order to reach their necessary
audience, Olivia and Libby cross-referenced the event participant data on Eventbrite to choose
poster locations based off of the student backgrounds still needed to round out hacking teams.
The second round of posters, distributed based on existing participant data, were posted in the
Graphic Arts building, Business building, Robert E. Kennedy Library, and University Union in
an attempt to focus recruiting practices towards students interested in filling avocator and design
roles, the roles with less enrollment at the time. These posters remained on campus for two
weeks and the second QR code was scanned 49 times. Finally, Olivia and Libby distributed a
final version of the poster listing the updated event date and a new QR code. The final version of
the poster was distributed across the same location list as the second version was in order to
update the formerly sought out student groups of the date change. The QR code on the final
poster was scanned 34 times.
Classroom Presentations
Libby and Olivia used concepts from visual communications, Uncertainty Reduction
Theory, and persuasion in the creation and execution of classroom presentations and an on
campus booth event. Within the classroom presentations, they implemented the visual
communication strategy of using images in the slides. According to Larry Jordan (2020), a
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managing and marketing expert, images can transfer information faster than written or verbal
text. Images can also provide a richer overall experience for the audience. Olivia and Libby
utilized this concept in the creation of the classroom presentation, using images in every
Powerpoint slide to show students what the Hackathon looks like, where it is located, and to get
students excited to sign up. The slides displayed photos from past events are seen in Appendix E.
The presentations were given to various classes and clubs on campus. Ultimately, the
presentations lasted approximately 5 minutes each so as to not overwhelm the audience with too
much information. In order to further reduce uncertainty, Libby and Olivia offered the audience
the opportunity to ask questions and gave them information about the on campus boothing event
for continued conversation about the event. Elements of persuasion were incorporated in the
presentations when Libby and Olivia showed pictures, and informed the audience about prizes
and networking opportunities at the event.
Booth Events
Libby and Olivia held two on campus booth events in attempts to recruit more students
and reduce uncertainty about the event. Their booth had Camp PolyHacks merchandise, posters,
and Redbull to give out to students. These prizes were used as a persuasive technique to increase
student traffic to the booth. Uncertainty Reduction Theory was implemented when Libby and
Olivia explained the event to students and answered any uncertainties that students had. Many
students were uncertain about what a hackathon was, where and when the event took place, what
the event would look like, and this year’s event themes and sponsors. The measurement of
participants that were recruited from the booth and classroom presentation efforts was recorded
via Eventbrite. Olivia and Libby calculated the amount of signups on the exact dates of the booth
events and classroom presentations to analyze the retention of these outreach efforts. They were
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able to recruit 6 students at the first booth event and 4 at the second event. The only significant
difference between the two booth events was the physical location on campus, which may have
impacted the amount of student traffic walking by the booths.
Emails
The final outreach approach that Olivia and Libby used was emailing. Olivia and Libby
sent informational emails to departments, clubs, professors, and students to raise awareness
about the event and reduce the uncertainty surrounding hacking. The main goals of the emails
were to distribute general information about the event and hackathons, offer many types of
students the link to sign up, and highlight the interdisciplinary nature of this year's event. This
approach was directly informed by the Uncertainty Reduction Theory (URT). URT plays a
significant role in levels of consumer trust when marketing occurs virtually (Racherla et al.
2012). According to URT, consumers feel assured through logistical information and personal
introductions. Using this information, Olivia and Libby drafted an email template, as seen in
Appendix D, and sent emails out to professors and clubs introducing themselves, the Camp
PolyHacks club, and giving general information about what the hacking event will entail and its
central goals. In order to communicate both personal and logistical information, Libby and
Olivia opened the email with personal introductions that listed our year at Cal Poly. We then
explained that we are on the Camp PolyHacks organizing team and described the event, gave the
date, and announced our sponsors. The last piece of the email was a link to the Eventbrite which
had all of the event information and the registration link. The first email also offered to schedule
classroom presentations and Olivia and Libby’s first poster was attached to pass along to
students. Olivia and Libby curated a list of 27 contacts across the departments that most likely
include students who fit one the three event personas: designers, builders, or advocators.
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From the initial email blast, Olivia and Libby scheduled three presentations, two in
classrooms and one at a club meeting. Olivia and Libby then sent follow up emails with more
information including sponsorship announcements and student networking information to the 16
contacts that had not responded to their initial message. About one month before the date of the
event, Olivia and Libby began email outreach to specific students who participated in a related
event this year, the CIE Startup Launch. After acquiring the participant list from the 2021 Startup
Launch Weekend, Olivia and Libby sent a more detailed informational email to each student, in
order to more directly connect with students about the event. Although the direct correlation
from outreach to enrollment was hard to track, we saw a notable increase in participant
enrollment after the individual emails were sent.
Results
When utilizing social media and external forms of marketing, Olivia, Libby, and Amy
were able to successfully reduce event uncertainty and recruit almost 100 students to sign up for
the event on March 5-7th. Both of the social media and outreach marketing goals were achieved.
The results of Olivia, Libby, and Amy’s marketing techniques were measured based off of
Eventbrite, QR Codes, and Instagram analytics. Ultimately, the most effective external marketing
strategy was the department and club emails as they reached the largest number of students. The
most effective mode of communication through social media ended up being Instagram stories as
they received the most interaction.
The most impactful shift that Olivia, Libby, and Amy adapted to was the event date
change. Although some participants were unable to commit to the new date, the team was able to
analyze best practices and execute plans for further recruitment in the extended time period.
Olivia, Amy, and Libby slightly changed their recruiting strategies from the first round to the
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second. For external marketing, Olivia and Libby chose to focus on continuing the two outreach
tactics that had shown to be the most effective, emailing and boothing, and changed the efforts to
be more direct. This meant holding another booth event in a more populated part of campus and
sending informational emails directly to over 50 students who had participated in a similar event
in 2021. For social media marketing, Amy adapted previous posts to show the change in date,
and utilized the reinforced marketing aspect of Social Marketing Theory to guide her continued
posting strategy. Since the date change was not a part of the original plan, she wanted to make
sure that participants and prospective participants were aware of the change.
Our goal was to recruit approximately the same amount of students as the virtual event
held in 2021 (32 participants), and to get close to the amount of students that attended the last
in-person hackathon in 2020 (47 participants). Olivia, Libby, and Amy successfully recruited 100
participants and had 30 participate in the event, therefore we met our goal.
Our other goal was to reduce uncertainty about the event. In the post event marketing and
social media survey (Appendix G), 50% of participants reported feeling highly certain about the
event schedule, very to moderately certain about the venue of the event, and fairly certain about
the expectations for the event. We marketed these three areas on our social media, and measured
this level as a success.
Conclusion
Overall, the event was a success. Both goals were met and the attendees appeared to
enjoy the Hackathon. Out of the 100 students originally registered for the Hackathon on
Eventbrite, 30 attendees physically showed up to the event. Olivia, Libby, and Amy expected
around 40-50% of students registered on Eventbrite to attend the event due to the event being
free and easy to register. Although the number of attendees ended up being slightly lower than
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projected, our marketing and social media team estimated that this was due to the fact that the
event date had been changed. Even with the reduction in numbers, all of the attendees at the
Hackathon appeared to enjoy the event and several mentioned that they left feeling inspired.
Despite the successful nature of the event, there were a few suggestions that Amy, Olivia,
and Libby had for the future marketing team. One suggestion was to market this event on
LinkedIn. This would have been an effective tactic to reach the Cal Poly professional
community, including potential mentors and sponsors. One of the event sponsors did not use
either of the main platforms used by the team, Facebook and Instagram, and preferred to use
LinkedIn. They were able to reach out to one of the team members on their personal LinkedIn
account, but if the team had utilized a LinkedIn page for the event, reaching out would have been
more straightforward. Having a LinkedIn presence would have allowed Camp PolyHacks to
connect with more of their sponsors on a personal level.
Another suggestion would be to prepare an official photo release form for the event. It
would be beneficial to have participants sign a photo release form during registration in order to
formalize and streamline the process of consent for photography and social media posting.
Although the event team was able to ask each individual participant for a verbal photo release
confirmation, this took time away from the team’s primary job of promoting the event and
posting on social media.
One more thing that our team would advise future marketing to do is to utilize the Theory
of Planned Behavior. This theory has high utility in predicting and planning for individuals’
intended actions. One application would be to create a form to follow up with participants who
have stated that they do plan to attend the event, asking them if they still plan on coming to the
actual event. Not only would this allow the events team to assess the necessary accommodations
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for the amount of people attending, but this would potentially increase prospective participant
follow through and attendance, by having them state whether they intend to come to the event.
After analyzing external and social media marketing efforts, the most effective strategies
implemented by the marketing team and social media team were the department and club emails,
and the Instagram stories as each of these strategies gathered the most interaction and reached
the largest number of students. Ultimately, Olivia, Amy, and Libby were pleased with the
outcome of the event through their recruitment and social media efforts, and were able to meet
their initial goals of reducing uncertainty and recruiting 100 students to sign up for the event.
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Tour of Event Space

Personas
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Tracks
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Hackathon Definition
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Trivia
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Other Stories
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Appendix B: Posts
Event Outline
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Giveaway

Meet the Team Monday
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Appendix C: Direct Messages
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Appendix D: Emails and Posters
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Appendix E: Classroom Presentation
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Appendix F: Additional Materials
Appendix G: Surveys
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Marketing Initiative Request

Post-Event Marketing Survey
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